The latest News Around Us in Apr #5
Zelenskyy says mines after Russian retreat threaten Kyiv
Officials said Ukraine had reclaimed several areas near its capital
Julia Musto - Fox News
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy warned Saturday that Russian troops are
creating a "catastrophic” situation for civilians by leaving mines around homes,
abandoned equipment and the bodies of those killed.
"It’s still not possible to return to normal life, as it used to be, even at the territories
that we are taking back after the fighting,” the president told his nation in a nightly
video message.
"We need to wait until our land is demined, wait till we are able to assure you that
there won’t be new shelling,” he said.
Ukraine and Western allies have reported mounting evidence of Russia withdrawing
its forces from around Kyiv and sending troops to eastern Ukraine.
Officials said Ukraine's fighters had reclaimed several areas near its capital city,
including the city of Brovary.
However, the shift does not mean the country faces a reprieve from the war.
The New York Times reported Saturday that Russian forces moved to crack down on
protesters in the southeastern of city Enerhodar, which is home to the Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power plant.

In this photo provided by the Ukrainian Presidential Press Office, Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy listens during his meeting with President of the
European Parliament Roberta Metsola in Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 1, 2022. (AP
Photo/Rodrigo Abd)

A dog is seen in the middle of a street as Ukrainian army soldiers take part of a
military sweep to search for possible remnants of Russian troops after their
withdrawal from villages in the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 1, 2022. (AP
Photo/Rodrigo Abd)

Military gear left behind by Russian soldiers lay scattered near a tank during a
military sweep by Ukrainian soldiers after the Russians withdrawal from the area on
the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 1, 2022. (AP Photo/Rodrigo Abd)

A man stands alongside a bridge destroyed by Russian soldiers upon their retreat
from villages on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 1, 2022. (AP
Photo/Rodrigo Abd)

Ukrainian army soldier Dasha, 22, checks her phone after a military sweep to search
for possible remnants of Russian troops after their withdrawal from villages in the
outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 1, 2022. (AP Photo/Rodrigo Abd)

In this photo provided by the Ukrainian Presidential Press Office, Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, center, walks before a meeting with President of the
European Parliament Roberta Metsola in Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 1,
2022. (Ukrainian Presidential Press Office via AP)
Ukraine’s state nuclear agency, Energoatom, reported about the attacks on its official
Telegram channel, posting an accompanying video clip that featured what appeared
to be loud blasts and flying debris.
"As protesters began to disperse, the invaders arrived in police vehicles, and began to
force local residents into them,” the post read. "A few minutes later, the city was
rocked by massive explosions and shelling.”
The agency said four people were injured and received medical assistance.
Energoatom also claimed that Russian forces jammed phone and internet
communications throughout Enerhodar, although the agency’s claims could not be
immediately verified.
At least three Russian ballistic missiles were fired late Friday at the Odesa region –
though the Ukrainian military said the Iskander missiles did not hit the critical
infrastructure they targeted.
Zelenskyy said he expected towns to receive airstrikes and shelling from afar and for
eastern fighting to be intense.
In Mariupol, a southern port city located in the mostly Russian-speaking Donbas
region, the International Committee of the Red Cross planned Saturday to get
emergency supplies into the besieged city and evacuate residents.
City authorities said Russians blocked access to the city on Friday and the Red Cross
said it was unable to carry out the operation then because it did not receive
assurances the route was safe.

About 100,000 people are believed to remain in the city and officials said around
2,000 made it out by themselves on Friday.
While several agreements have been made to allow residents to evacuate – with one
reportedly set for "coming days” – they have previously been breached.
Residents there are in dire need of water, food, fuel and medicine.
"Europe doesn’t have the right to be silent about what is happening in our Mariupol,”
Zelenskyy said. "The whole world should respond to this humanitarian catastrophe.”
There was no word Saturday on Friday's round of talks between Russian and
Ukrainian negotiators.
On Friday, the Kremlin accused Ukraine of launching a helicopter attack on a fuel
depot on Russian soil.
Ukraine has denied responsibility for the Belgorod blast and Zelenskyy would not tell
Fox News' Bret Baier if Ukraine was behind the attack in an interview on "Special
Report.”
The U.S. Department of Defense said Friday that it would provide an additional $300
million in arms to Ukrainian forces.

Russian Media Spins Alleged Atrocities—'Shot by Nazis'
Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek
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A Russian state-run media outlet on Monday sought to spin the alleged atrocities in
the Ukrainian town of Bucha, claiming the slain civilians were "shot by Nazis.”
Keeping in line with the Kremlin's rhetoric that Russian President Vladimir
Putin wants to "de-Nazify” Ukraine, Komsomolskaya Pravda's military
correspondent, Alexander Kots, wrote an editorial about who he believes was behind
the alleged massacres in the suburbs of Kyiv.
Hundreds of bodies were found lying on streets in the town near the Ukrainian capital
Kyiv. Ukrainian authorities said on Sunday they were investigating potential war
crimes by Russian forces after they withdrew from the town following intense fighting
that began days after Putin launched an invasion on February 24.
Zelensky Addresses Alleged Russian Violence In Bucha: 'Concentrated Evil’
The Kremlin on Monday denied any accusations connected to the killing of civilians
in Bucha.
"Terrible footage was published by the Ukrainian side,” wrote Kots. "The Russian
military was indiscriminately accused of torture and extrajudicial executions. The
proof—only shots with unfortunate people on the streets, in basements.”
Kots said he has "no doubt” that the images and videos show dead bodies, but
questioned who shot the civilians, repeating the Kremlin's assertions that all Russian
forces had left Bucha on March 30.
Ukrainian troops said they recaptured the town of Bucha on Saturday.

"I was in the suburbs of Kyiv...in fact, the withdrawal of our units began even earlier.
It's just that by the 30th, there were not a single soldier from Russia left in Bucha,”
said Kots.
Kots alleged that Ukrainian forces didn't realize immediately that Russian forces had
withdrawn completely, and "continued to launch artillery strikes” in Bucha.
He claimed that far-right political figure Sergei Korotkikh, also known by the
nicknames "Malyuta” and "Boatswain,” gave the orders to fire at people who weren't
wearing blue bandages on their sleeves, which he said identifies them as a "friend” of
Ukrainian forces.
Some of the dead bodies shown in videos from Bucha showed individuals with a white
bandage of their arm, Kots claimed. He said a white bandage "is an identification
mark of Russian forces.”
Bucha's mayor, Anatoly Fedoruk, told Agence France-Presse on Saturday that white
bandages are worn "to show that they were unarmed.”
Fedoruk said at least 20 men in civilian clothes had been shot in the back of the head
by Russian forces, and that the town has buried almost 300 people in mass graves.
"Neo-Nazi Sergei Korotkikh 'Boatswain' is also known in Russia by the nickname
'Malyuta,’” wrote Kots.
"It was he who gave 'good’ to fire at people without identification marks. They just
killed people on the streets without understanding whether they had weapons or not.”
According to the SOVA Center for Information and Analysis, Korotkikh is a former
officer of the Azov regiment, a far-right militia group that rose to prominence in 2014
after the annexation of Crimea, and is now part of Ukraine's National Guard.
Putin made reference to the presence of such regiments within Ukraine's military to
justify launching what he calls a "special military operation” against Ukraine that
aims to "de-militarize and de-Nazify” the country.
"In Russia, such neo-fascists do not take root, but Ukraine meets them with open
arms," said Kots.
Russian pundit Timofei Sergeitsev said in an op-ed published by Russian state news
agency RIA Novosti on Sunday that "a significant part of the masses of the people,
who are passive Nazis, are accomplices to Nazism. They have supported the Nazi
authorities and indulged them…”.
Ruslan Leviev, an analyst with the Conflict Intelligence Team, which tracks the
Russian military in Ukraine, told CBS News that "there are no Nazi battalions in
Ukraine.”
"There is [the Azov] regiment... There are [estimated] several thousand people who
are in this regiment. It is indeed a group where many members adhere to nationalist

and far-right views,” Leviev explained. "But a lot of people also join it because it is
one of the most prepared and fit-for-war units.”
Newsweek has contacted Russia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of
Defense of Ukraine for comment.
Yes, the US and its allies can stop Putin
James M. Dubik (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill
America’s experience in its post-9/11 wars has not prepared its political and military
leaders well for this moment in history, especially when it comes to ending wars.
In Afghanistan, our departure was precipitous, leaving the Taliban to retake the
country.
In Iraq, the U.S. left thinking the war was over, only to return when ISIS threatened
Baghdad.
In the Ukraine war, the U.S. and its allies must get it right. That means creating a
sustainable, stable post-fighting arrangement among warring parties; otherwise,
aggression will have succeeded, and the seeds of future conflict will have been sown.
The fundamental question that allied political and military leaders must answer first
is this: What is a satisfactory end for the Ukraine war? Describing the desired aims
will align Ukraine’s and the allies’ actions — military and diplomatic. Then, political
and military leaders can answer the equally important, but derivative, question of
how to achieve the desired aims.
For Ukraine, the most probable political aims include re-establishing the military
status quo before Russian President Vladimir Putin’s illegal aggression that began on
Feb. 24.
Perhaps Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky also would want Russia to
abandon Crimea and the occupied areas of the Donbas. But this maximal territorial
goal is unlikely to get allied support — at least in the near term.
Ukrainian leaders also are likely to seek guarantees to its political sovereignty and
against future Russian predation — not from NATO but through some
yet-to-be-created security arrangement.
And Ukraine’s leaders probably would desire payments or loan guarantees to help
repair the damages and displacements Putin’s war has caused. The Zelensky
government might have other aims, but these appear to be core.
American and NATO leaders likely would support all of this, as long as achieving
these aims does not widen or escalate the fighting. This is what “we stand with you,
period” means. Thus, NATO’s primary focus is more concerned with the derivative
question of “how,” rather than the fundamental question of “what.”

Putin, of course, wants none of this. His minimum goal is a Korea-style permanent
partition, with an eye to finishing the job he started in February now or at some
future date. Ukraine’s territorial integrity and political sovereignty mean nothing to
him. He invaded to destroy both.
The only reason he has signaled anything short of Ukrainian subjugation is that he
met greater force in the forms of Ukraine resistance, NATO military assistance, and
Western sanctions. But it’s not over. Putin will not just give in. He wants Russian
troops on Ukrainian soil to negotiate his way to attaining his minimal aim.
As President Biden recently made clear: This is a war that the West cannot afford to
lose. Otherwise, a “force-based” international order will have prevailed. American
and NATO leaders must help Ukraine achieve its minimum aims, which, in turn,
means more force — the force of continued sanctions and the force of a general
counter-offensive.
Russian units must be forcibly ejected to their pre-February 2022 positions. Ukraine’s
resistance, with allied help, has taken the tactical initiative from Russia. Western
sanctions have reduced Putin’s strategic initiative significantly. But operational
initiative remains up for grabs. Putin is trying to seize it with his shift to the east.
Ukraine and the allies can’t let that happen. They must grasp the operational
initiative by starting a general counter-offensive soon — one that includes sequential
attacks to eject Russian troops; interdicting Russia’s ability to refit and reposition;
and preventing Russian expansion in the east and south.
A successful counter-offensive will provide Ukrainian leverage necessary for
negotiations.
The U.S. and NATO must commit to supporting whatever intelligence and military
equipment Ukraine needs for these counter-offensive and interdiction operations. And
they must do so at a sustained rate. Without this, Russia will hold its positions,
bombard at the tactical level, and reposition its troops operationally to make a
permanent partition a more likely outcome.
The Ukraine war is at a point where fighting and negotiating must complement one
another. It’s not “either/or.” Wrong is the belief that a lull in fighting would be good
for negotiations.
The opposite is true. Creative diplomacy works better when it’s backed by an
enhanced force position. The allies should not pressure Ukraine’s leaders to negotiate
too early. Right now, Putin is weak and knows it.
He is trying to create a window for his forces to refit or reconstitute and then
reposition without pressure. Neither the allied leaders nor Ukraine should give Putin
this opportunity.
All must keep the pressure on Putin — in Russia and on the battlefield.
Of course, no decision in war is risk-free. Putin will continue to threaten to widen the
war or escalate with chemical and nuclear weapons. But NATO is positioned now to
mitigate, even deter, these risks.

NATO has improved its ground, air and naval force posture in the east and increased
the readiness levels of its forces. And it has plenty of forces in reserve. Putin also will
continue to pound Ukraine’s cities and citizens. This is why NATO should protect
delivery of humanitarian assistance — initially and at a minimum, in western
Ukraine.
There’s also a risk that a successful counter-offensive would put Putin in a corner,
making him more dangerous. But, war is all about putting your enemy in an untenable
position, and then taking advantage of it. Grant put Lee in just such a corner at the
end of America’s Civil War, as did the Allies with Hitler and Hirohito in the final
campaigns of World War II. Ukraine’s general counter-offensives could do this to
Putin; the U.S. and NATO should put its full support behind them.
That is what winning looks like. The U.S. and NATO haven’t seen it in a while. The
allies should not be afraid of stopping Putin.
(This is the test of their time. James M. Dubik, Ph.D., a retired lieutenant general of
the U.S. Army, is a senior fellow at the Institute for the Study of War. He served in
military command and operational roles in Bosnia, Haiti and Iraq, and helped train
forces in Afghanistan, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Honduras, and many NATO
countries.)
Good morning. How can the world respond to Russian atrocities?
David Leonhardt - New York Times

The destruction in Bucha, Ukraine, on Sunday.Ivor Prickett for The New York Times
Weapons and sanctions
Civilians lay dead in the middle of the street. Others lay by the side of the road, next
to or underneath their bicycles. Often, the victims had been shot in the head. Some of
them had their hands tied.

These are the scenes that the world is discovering as Russian troops retreat from the
area around Kyiv. In one suburb, Bucha, President Volodymyr Zelensky of Ukraine
alleged that Russia had tortured and killed more than 300 people, with the death
count still rising. In another town, Nova Basan, residents told The Times’s Carlotta
Gall about being beaten, tortured and subjected to mock executions.
In response to these atrocities against Ukrainian civilians, President Biden and
European leaders vowed yesterday to take new measures against Russia. Today’s
newsletter explains their options. They fall into two main categories: weapons for
Ukrainian troops and economic sanctions against Russia.
Weapons
The West is already providing Ukraine with a large number of weapons, especially
shoulder-fired missile systems like Javelins and NLAWs. Those systems have helped
Ukraine repel Russian troops in several parts of the country, including around Kyiv.
But Zelensky has criticized the West for not sending a broader array of weapons. He
has also asked for fighter jets and S-300 missile systems, which are based on the back
of trucks and can shoot down airplanes and missiles. “If we don’t have heavy
weapons, how can we defend ourselves?” he said last week. “Just give us missiles.
Give us airplanes.”
The West has refused. Some Western military officials argue that these weapons will
not help Ukraine as much as Zelensky thinks. But the main reason seems to be a fear
that Vladimir Putin might see the weapons as a precursor to a Western invasion of
Russia and respond by widening the war, including potentially with nuclear weapons.

Ukrainian forces training with antitank missiles in Kyiv.Lynsey Addario for The New
York Times
It is a difficult balance for the West, as I described in an earlier newsletter. A wider
war could be even more horrific. On the other hand, the refusal to give Ukraine what

it wants also brings a big downside: Without more planes and missile systems,
Ukraine may struggle to recapture territory in the east and south that Russia now
occupies.
“Putin is in control of large parts of Ukraine, and we know atrocities are occurring
there,” Frederick Kagan, a military expert at the American Enterprise Institute, told
me. So far, Kagan said, the West has mostly been providing Ukraine with smaller
weapons that help defend territory. But for Ukraine to retake territory — and to stop
the violence there — it also needs weapons that are useful on offense.
At least two European countries, both on Ukraine’s border, seem open to providing
some of the weapons that Zelensky wants. Slovakia, which owns S-300 missile systems,
has said it is willing to send them to Ukraine, while Poland has offered to send MIG
fighter planes. But both countries want the transfers to be part of a larger agreement
that includes the U.S. or NATO — so that Slovakia and Poland, suddenly without key
weapons, do not feel more vulnerable to a Russian attack.
The Biden administration has blocked both deals, out of a concern over Putin’s
reaction. Some members of Congress have criticized the administration for not being
more willing to take risks to help Ukraine, as Josh Rogin of The Washington Post has
explained.
Before the evidence of atrocities emerged, the administration could point out that
Ukraine was winning the war without the more aggressive weapon systems. That may
still be true. But the human costs of a long Russian occupation of Ukraine have
become clearer in the past few days.
What’s next: NATO foreign ministers are scheduled to meet in Brussels tomorrow and
may discuss further military help for Ukraine.
Sanctions
Biden and European leaders have both vowed to enact additional economic penalties
on Russia in response to the atrocities. “This guy is brutal,” Biden said, suggesting
he would soon announce new sanctions.
For Europe, the biggest potential step would involve a reduction in the purchase of
Russian natural gas. (This Times graphic shows why.)
Lithuania said this past weekend that it had stopped importing any natural gas from
Russia, and some officials elsewhere have called for similar measures. “You can’t
constantly support a great power like Russia with billions in payments from the
purchase of energy,” Jaroslaw Kaczynski, Poland’s deputy prime minister, said.
But the full E.U. does not seem poised to do so. Officials are worried that such a move
will do too much economic damage when inflation is already a problem. A
compromise step would be to stop purchasing oil from Russia, which President
Emmanuel Macron of France has suggested. Germany has resisted that policy,
though, dooming it. Still, some experts think the recent atrocities may be shifting the
debate.

(Related: Biden called for Putin to face a “war crime trial” over the killings, and
Germany and France expelled 75 Russian diplomats.)
For now, the most likely step appears to be reductions in the purchase of coal — the
third-largest form of energy that the E.U. buys from Russia. “In the grand scheme of
things, they’re unlikely to create much more of a headache than what the E.U. has
already done,” Matina Stevis-Gridneff, The Times’s Brussels bureau chief, said.
The U.S. could also intensify its sanctions. It could make it harder for more Russian
weapons makers to import parts, notes my colleague Alan Rappeport, an economics
correspondent. Or the Western countries could seize — not just freeze — Russian
government money held in foreign banks, said Jeffrey Schott of the Peterson Institute
for International Economics.
But sanctions rarely affect battlefield behavior, says Nicholas Mulder, a Cornell
historian. When they work, it can take a long time.
Stopping the atrocities, Kagan predicted, will probably require expelling Russia from
Ukraine with military force.
State of the War
Russia appears to be positioning troops for an intensified assault in the Donbas
region. The strategy includes bombarding cities to prevent Ukrainian forces from
traveling to the new front.
Russia threatened to charge any citizen who blamed its troops for the atrocities in
Bucha. But a Times investigation shows why Russian troops appear to have
committed the killings.
China is pushing a domestic campaign that paints Russia as a long-suffering victim of
the West, rather than an aggressor.
Elon Musk becomes Twitter’s largest shareholder.
Mike Isaac & Lauren Hirsch - New York Times
The Tesla chief executive, who has been critical of Twitter’s content moderation
policies, has bought 9.2 percent of the social media company.

Elon Musk, Tesla’s chief executive, has spurred speculation that he might seek to play
a role in Twitter.Credit...Pool photo by Patrick Pleul
When Elon Musk mulled taking Tesla private in 2018, he posted on Twitter to tell the
world about it. When he got stuck in traffic in 2016, he tweeted the idea of an
underground tunnel system to alleviate “soul destroying” congestion. And when he
challenged President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia to one-on-one combat last month,
he broadcast it on Twitter.
Now Mr. Musk is putting his money where he mouths off.
On Monday, a regulatory filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission
revealed that Mr. Musk, the billionaire chief executive of Tesla and SpaceX and the
world’s wealthiest person, had bought a 9.2 percent stake in Twitter, the social media
platform where he has over 80 million followers. T
he purchase appears to make Mr. Musk Twitter’s largest shareholder, ahead of the
8.8 percent stake owned by the mutual-fund company Vanguard and dwarfing the 2.3
percent stake of Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s former chief executive.
Mr. Musk’s Twitter investment, which he has been accumulating since at least last
month, was worth about $2.89 billion based on the closing price of the company’s
stock on Friday. But by the end of Monday, after news of his buy-in sent Twitter’s
share price soaring more than 27 percent, it was worth about $3.7 billion. The shares
are a fraction of Mr. Musk’s reported $270 billion-plus net worth.
Despite his penchant for sharing everything on Twitter — from business ideas, insults
and memes to, this past weekend, his experience at a famed Berlin nightclub — Mr.
Musk was uncharacteristically mum on the purchase of the company’s shares, at least
initially.
“Oh hi lol” he tweeted on Monday without elaborating after news of his investment
had spread across Twitter. Mr. Musk, 50, did not respond to a request for comment.
Twitter declined to comment.

Mr. Musk has bought into Twitter at a delicate time for the company, which is based
in San Francisco. Mr. Dorsey stepped down as chief executive in November and plans
to leave the company’s board when his term ends this year, after facing down an
activist shareholder and grappling with criticism from lawmakers and regulators
about free speech, censorship and toxic content.
Mr. Dorsey handed the reins to Parag Agrawal, Twitter’s chief technology officer,
who cuts a lower profile in Silicon Valley than Mr. Dorsey did. Mr. Agrawal has
reorganized the executive ranks of the company. He is also deeply interested in
a “decentralized” version of Twitter, one of Mr. Dorsey’s last pet projects at the
company.
Under that effort, Twitter would shift online power into the hands of its users and
challenge behemoths like Meta, the owner of Facebook and Instagram. Twitter is
funding an independent effort to build a so-called open protocol for social media,
weaving cryptocurrency into its app, and opening up to developers who want to build
custom features for Twitter.
What exactly Mr. Musk plans to do with his Twitter stake is unclear. He has criticized
the company in recent weeks for failing in his view to adhere to free speech principles,
and he has argued that users should be allowed to choose the algorithms that select
the tweets they see, or build their own, instead of relying on Twitter to curate posts.
The idea was one Mr. Dorsey championed while leading Twitter. “The choice of
which algorithm to use (or not) should be open to everyone,” he said last month in
response to a tweet from Mr. Musk pushing for algorithms that outsiders can build for
the platform.
It is unclear whether Mr. Musk will ask — or be invited — to join Twitter’s board. He
filed a securities document called a 13G filing, indicating that he planned for the
investment to be passive and that he did not intend to pursue control of the company.
But Wall Street has already started speculating that Mr. Musk could change the status
of his investment, continue buying Twitter shares or even try to acquire the company
outright.

Mr. Dorsey is expected to leave Twitter’s board in May.Credit...Alfonso Duran for
The New York Times.

“We would expect this passive stake as just the start of broader conversations with
the Twitter board/management that could ultimately lead to an active stake and a
potential more aggressive ownership role of Twitter,” Daniel Ives, an analyst at
Wedbush Securities, said on Monday morning.
Steven Davidoff Solomon, a professor at the School of Law at the University of
California, Berkeley, said the filing lets Mr. Musk “sort of hide whatever intent he
might have with respect to Twitter.” But, he added, filing as a “passive investor” with
an actual intent to push for control by switching filing types is “fraudulent,” though
rarely prosecuted and difficult to prove.
Mr. Musk’s long and complicated personal relationship with Twitter has already
gotten him in trouble, with his tweets about Tesla’s finances resulting in legal
wranglings with the S.E.C.
If Mr. Musk pushes for change at Twitter, he would not be the first agitated investor
the company has had to contend with. The activist firm Elliott Management took a
position in Twitter and called for Mr. Dorsey’s removal in 2020.
It later struck a deal with Twitter that included a $1 billion investment from the
private equity firm Silver Lake and brought on new board members, including Silver
Lake’s co-chief executive, Egon Durban. Silver Lake teamed up with Mr. Musk in his
efforts to take Tesla private.
Mr. Musk’s list of other business ventures runs long. Beyond Tesla and SpaceX, he is
the founder of the Boring Company, a tunnel construction services company. Adding
a role to the list could irk Tesla shareholders. In the last two months of last year, Mr.
Musk sold around $16 billion of Tesla stock, equivalent to roughly 10 percent of his
stake in the electric vehicle company.
Executives who have juggled media projects with other private endeavors have
sometimes found themselves in politicians’ cross hairs. Former President Donald J.
Trump, for example, took a dim view of Amazon because he disagreed with coverage
in The Washington Post, which Jeff Bezos bought in 2013. Tesla is a large beneficiary
of environmental credits, while SpaceX pursues government contracts.
For Mr. Musk, the investment may also raise the volume of noise that he faces on
Twitter. Already on Monday, Twitter users were inundating the billionaire with
requests for an edit button on the social media service and asking him to reinstate
certain banned accounts.

As Ukraine crisis escalates, analysts draw parallels to Taiwan and warn of potential
Chinese invasion
"It's not if China moves into Taiwan, it's when"
Laura Carrione - Fox News

As the crisis in Ukraine continues to escalate, analysts are drawing parallels to
Taiwan, warning of the frightening possibility of China invading the sovereign island.
Fox News' ‘The Story’ host Martha MacCallum asks these experts what China could
be plotting on the sidelines of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s war, and the dire
impacts that a Taiwan invasion could have on the rest of the world.
"The world watches in horror as Putin's troops continue to kill thousands in Ukraine,
and negotiations to end the war are ongoing," MacCallum said in the new Fox
Nation special, ‘Red Alert: China vs. Taiwan.’
"Meanwhile, another dictator, Chinese President Xi Jinping, is watching it all closely
- and not so quietly plotting the timing and method of his own potential takeover.”
"Like Putin, Xi believes that Taiwan is already part of China – and if Xi succeeds in
taking Taiwan, the global implications will be devastating,” the Fox News host
warned.
The island of Taiwan, about the size of Maryland, is located just off the east coast of
mainland China. Known for its mass production of microchips, it has become a
‘powerhouse,’ according to China expert and author Gordon Chang.
"Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company makes about 90% of the world's
made-to-order chips,” said Chang in the special. "Taiwan is central to global supply
chains because chips are in everything that we buy that is not edible.”
These microchips are the brains of cell phones, computers, television, cars, and so
much more.
"Your Apple phone's not gonna work without those. We don't produce those in this
country,” stressed former CIA officer Dan Hoffman. "So it is a vital strategic interest
for us to keep Taiwan independent.”
"We have to make it clear to China that it would be prohibitively costly for them
economically and militarily to invade Taiwan,” he added.
But the tension between China and Taiwan dates back more than 70 years, when
the Chinese Communist Party and Taiwan's Nationalist Party first became at odds.
And they've been at odds ever since, as explored in the special.
"Right now you have the Peoples' Republic of China on the mainland, and you have
the Republic of China on Taiwan – both claim to be the legitimate government of
China, formally,” Chang explained. "But Taiwan these days… they really want to be
the Republic of Taiwan.”
They can't say that, though, as such a move would be viewed as ‘separatism’ in the
eyes of Beijing.
"It's a part of Xi Jinping's legacy, and it‘s been critical for Chinese foreign policy,”
said Hoffman. "There’s an emotional side of that, that they want to reunify China.

There's also a strategic goal: they want to control the South China Sea and
controlling Taiwan would enable them to do that… and threaten us in the Pacific in
the process.”
"Taiwan is also a vibrant democracy; that's a threat to China. They don't want a
functioning democracy in a region like Taiwan with a vibrant economy.”
The Chinese president has made his intentions clear when it comes to his neighbor:
he does not promise to renounce the use of force, perceiving Taiwan's independence
as a threat.
At this, Chang drew parallels to Putin, reminding Fox Nation viewers that, just over a
month ago, everyone believed the Russian President was bluffing. Forty days later,
Ukraine is in turmoil – with no end in sight.
"This is not something we can take for granted,” Chang warned.
A Ukrainian Soldier Shot Down One Of Russia’s Best Attack Helicopters—Using
An Anti-Tank Missile
David Axe (Forbes Staff) - Forbes
In its war in Ukraine, Russia has lost more Ka-52 Alligator attack helicopters than
any other manned aircraft. Since Moscow widened its war on Kyiv starting the night
of Feb. 23, no fewer than 10 of the two-seat, stacked-rotor Ka-52s have been shot
down, destroyed on the ground, abandoned or captured.

Forbes A damaged Russian Ka-52, abandoned in Ukraine early in the war. Via social
media
A video that circulated online in early April underscores the Alligator’s vulnerability.
On or before Tuesday, Ukrainian troops shot down a Ka-52 using a seemingly
unusual weapon—a Stugna-P laser-guided anti-tank missile.
The video depicts a Ukrainian soldier—reportedly serving with the elite 95th Air
Assault Brigade—behind his Stugna-P’s television monitor, peering at a Ka-52 flying

low and slow a few hundred yards away. The monitor connects to the
missile-launcher via a 50-yard cable, allowing the shooter to put distance between
themself and the inevitable puff of dust resulting from a launch.
That’s one way Stugna-P operators avoid return fire. Ukrainian missileers also have
worked out shoot-and-scoot tactics, firing then fleeing to their waiting vehicles before
the Russians can counterattack.
Even with evasive tactics, the Ukrainian targeting that K-52 might have been in big
trouble if he had missed. The Alligator is Russia’s most modern gunship. It’s heavily
armed, with a 30-millimeter gun, anti-tank missiles and unguided rockets—including
the same 25-pound S-8 that apparent Ukrainian helicopters used to destroy an oil
depot in Belgorod, Russia, last week.
But he didn’t miss. His 66-pound missile, either following a laser or under manual
guidance, struck the Ka-52 head-on.
It’s an open question why a Russian gunship was flying low and slow over terrain
offering cover to a Ukrainian missileer. Having lost 32 helicopters destroyed,
damaged, abandoned or captured since attacking Ukraine, the Russians generally
have switched up their tactics.
Instead of flying close to their targets and firing guns, missiles and rockets on a flat
trajectory—the most accurate method of attack—Russian pilots now seem to prefer
longer-range ballistic attacks that might place them outside the range of Ukrainian
defenses.
A ballistic attack—shooting a missile or rocket upward in order to extend its flight
time—can be pretty inaccurate. That Russian pilots have resorted to this method
highlights just how dangerous Ukraine has become for them.
Eight weeks into the wider war, Kyiv’s air-defense network remains operational.
Long-range surface-to-air missiles such as the S-300 defend the cities. Medium-range
SAMs such as the Buk cover ground units.
Along the line of contact, teams of soldiers hauling shoulder-fired SAMs such as the
Stinger, Strela and Starstreak make every attack run by a Russian jet or helicopter a
roll of the dice for its crew.
Now add anti-tank missiles to the long list of threats Russian pilots face every day
they sortie into Ukraine. All told, the Kremlin has written off at least 74 aircraft that
independent analysts can confirm with photos and videos. The actual tally of aerial
losses undoubtedly is much greater.
It should come as no surprise that the Stugna-P has a latent anti-helicopter capability.
The missile, like any guided munition, doesn’t care whether its target is on the ground,
in the air or at sea. It’s worth noting that Ukrainian troops packing old Konkurs
anti-tank missiles recently damaged a Russian navy patrol boat sailing near Mariupol,
which had been under a Russian siege since early in the conflict.

It’s hard to overstate how badly the Kremlin’s rotary-wing fleet has fared in Ukraine.
The Russian air force had 127 Ka-52s going into this campaign. In 42 days of fighting,
it lost 8% of the fleet.

Russians Deploying 'Mobile Crematoriums' to Cover Up Tracks, Ukraine Says
Brendan Cole - Newsweek

Alexei Alexandrov/Associated Press
The city council in Mariupol has accused Russia of setting up places to burn the
bodies of those killed by its forces in the relentless siege of the port city in southern
Ukraine. In a Telegram post, the city council said that "the killers are covering their
tracks" and that the Russians had set up "mobile crematoriums."
This followed a decision by the leadership of the Russian Federation for "the
destruction of any evidence of crimes of its army in Mariupol,” the post added,
according to a translation.
Last week, Ukraine estimated that around 5,000 civilians had been killed in the
strategic city in the south of the country although there are fears that the death toll
could be much higher.
The Mariupol city council said the number of dead was why Russia had been delaying
moves to fully evacuate the city. It added that "all potential witnesses of the occupiers'
atrocities are being identified through filtration camps and destroyed.”
The post also said some locals and troops from the pro-Russian Donetsk People's
Republic (DPR) militia controlling the area were collecting and burning the bodies of
Mariupol residents who were "murdered and killed as a result of the Russian
invasion.”
Ukrainian Officials Call Survivors Of Mariupol Theater Bombing A 'Miracle’
It said the work was coordinated by Kostiantyn Ivashchenko who it described as the
"self-proclaimed mayor-collaborator”.

Ivashchenko is a local council member from the pro-Russia party Opposition
Platform who has been installed as the Kremlin's puppet leader in the city, The Times
of London reported.
He was pronounced mayor of Mariupol on Monday at a meeting of party members.
Vadym Boychenko, considered by locals to be the true mayor, is believed to be
among 120,000 citizens trapped in the city which has been heavily bombarded.
In comments also reported by Ukrainian media, Boychenko said that the scale of the
tragedy in Mariupol had not been seen since the Nazi concentration camps.
Accusing the Russians of turning Mariupol into a death camp, he described the city as
"the new Auschwitz” and called on the world to "help punish Putin's villains.”
Genocidal comparisons have also been made following the discovery of mass graves
and destruction in the town of Bucha, near Kyiv.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky told CBS that pictures of dead
civilians following the retreat of Russian forces showed that Russian President
Vladimir Putin sought "the elimination of the whole nation.”
The U.S. has not accused Putin of genocide although President Joe Biden did say
alleged atrocities in the Kyiv region were a "war crime.”
Newsweek has contacted Russia's Defense Ministry for comment.

Taiwan Vows to Defend Itself After U.S. Approves Arms Sales to Deter China
John Feng - Newsweek

SAM YEH/AFP via Getty Images ILAN, TAIWAN: Taiwan military launch a US-made
Patriot II missile during the Han Kuang 22 exercise in Ilan, Eastern Taiwan, 20 July
2006.

Taiwan demonstrated its military power in the largest live-fire military wargame in
many years, firing US-made Patriot milliles, in a bid to slow its determination to fend
off any invasion by its arch foe China.
Taiwan says it's determined to defend itself against China's "military expansion" after
the Biden administration approved another round of arms sales to the island to
bolster its missile deterrent.
The State Department notified Congress of a $95 million equipment and maintenance
package for Taiwan's Patriot surface-to-air missile systems on April 5, according to a
press released issued by the Pentagon's Defense Security Cooperation Agency.
The Taiwanese Foreign Ministry said it welcomed the Biden administration's third
foreign military sale to Taiwan. It was the second such deal to be green-lighted this
year, after the DSCA notified Congress in February of a $100 million Patriot package
for the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office, Taiwan's de facto
embassy in Washington.
U.S. Official: China Is Learning Lessons From West's United Response To Russia
The move "demonstrates the high value the U.S. government places on Taiwan's
defense needs,” said the statement out of Taipei on Wednesday. The ministry said the
arms sale was timely and would "effectively increase deterrence.”
"Faced with China's continued military expansion and provocations, Taiwan must
fully demonstrate its high degree of determination to defend itself,” the Foreign
Ministry said.
Taiwan's armed forces operate a number of the latest Patriot missile systems made by
American contractor Raytheon Technologies. U.S. defense planners have pointed to
the ongoing war in Ukraine as evidence of how a smaller power might hold its own
against an adversary with a quantitative advantage.
Ukraine's effective use of anti-aircraft and anti-tank weapons offers some proof of the
concept of "asymmetric warfare," a military strategy that would see Taiwan target the
vulnerabilities in China's forces instead of matching its capabilities like for like.
"This proposed sale serves U.S. national, economic and security interests by
supporting the recipient's continuing efforts to modernize its armed forces and to
maintain a credible defensive capability,” the Pentagon notice said.
"The proposed sale will help to sustain the recipient's missile density and ensure
readiness for air operations. The recipient will use this capability as a deterrent to
regional threats and to strengthen homeland defense.”
Raytheon; Lockheed Martin; and Boeing Defense, Space and Security are on Beijing's
sanctions list for producing arms that the U.S. transfers to Taiwan.
China has never governed democratic Taiwan, but maintains a decades-long claim
over it. Taiwan says it's already an independent state under the name of the Republic
of China.

Xi Jinping, considered to be the China's most hawkish leader in a generation, has
stressed the Chinese Communist Party's line that it will never renounce the use of
force against the island.
Zhao Lijian, a spokesperson for China's Foreign Ministry, condemned the deal with
Taiwan and demanded it be withdrawn. The arms sale "seriously undermines China's
sovereignty and security interests, and seriously undermines China-U.S. relations and
peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait,” he said.
"China will take resolute and powerful measures to resolutely defend its sovereignty
and security interests,” Zhao said.

Bucha isn't just a graveyard of Ukrainian dead, it's a cemetery of Russian weapons
Patrick J. McDonnell - LA Times

LA Times
The corpses, charred and partially dismembered, lay scattered amid a pile of trash in
a lot along the edges of a forest. Tattered remnants of clothing clung to shreds of skin.
Who was a man, who was a woman, who was an adult, who a child — this was not
possible to determine at a glance. A severed leg, badly singed, was situated some
distance away.
This tableau was about 100 yards from a playground with swings and slides, nestled
beneath a woodsy shade.
A Ukrainian forensic team, each member donning blue plastic gloves, worked with
practiced speed. They pushed past a crush of journalists, ducked beneath crime-scene
tape and hurriedly gathered the bits and pieces and placed them in black bags. Some
mixing of parts seemed inevitable, so intermingled were the cadavers. The workers
zipped the bags tight and hoisted them aloft, to be taken to the morgue.

Felipe Dana / Associated Press Dozens of bodies await burial at a cemetery in Bucha,
on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine's capital, on April 5, 2022.
This city northwest of Kyiv, the capital, was a nice place to live, residents say. An
idyll of woods, ponds and parks. Bucha retains a semi-rural vibe despite the
inevitable advance of urban sprawl: shopping centers, condo towers, health clubs.
Now, Bucha has become notorious as ground zero of what Ukrainian authorities call
a Russian war crime, a killing spree targeting civilians, some found with hands tied
behind their backs, apparent victims of summary executions.
Video images of victims lying along a street stunned the globe — and gave new
impetus to Ukrainians’ demand for additional military aid to fight off the onslaught,
and more sanctions against Moscow.
The people “were killed in apartments, houses, blown up by grenades,” President
Volodymyr Zelensky told the United Nations on Tuesday, adding that some “were
crushed by tanks in civilian cars in the middle of the road. For fun.”
At least 417 bodies of civilians have been discovered in Kyiv-area towns recently
recaptured from retreating Russian forces, Ukrainian officials say. Who they all were,
how exactly they perished, are questions that remain under investigation as
authorities toil to identify the dead in a war that has stretched into its second month.
Russia has denounced the scenes from Bucha and other nearby towns as fake — a
“stage-managed anti-Russian provocation,” in the words of Sergei Lavrov, Moscow’s
foreign minister.
Here in Bucha and other suburbs, though, is evidence of how the world, in its
collective outrage fueled by Twitter videos of killings and satellite photographs of
troop movements, appears powerless to stop atrocity.

Officials continue the task of collecting bodies from shallow graves, streets, yards and
other sites — including the vacant lot from which the six victims were removed on
Tuesday. The remains of the six, like those of some other victims, were burned in a
clumsy effort to cover up the crime, authorities say.

Efrem Lukatsky / Associated Press Ukrainian police carry one of six bodies found in
Bucha, a suburb of Kyiv, on April 5, 2022.
As they gather up the dead, officials and the military are also engaged in another task:
clearing up the many mines, piles of unexploded ordnance and other battle detritus
left behind in Bucha and other formerly occupied towns.
Signs warning, “Danger: Mines,” dot the area. Some buildings may be
booby-trapped, the military warns.
But the stray ordnance and equipment littering streets were not left behind
deliberately. Their presence is a consequence of Russia's ignominious battering on
the northern fringes of Kyiv and its forces' subsequent retreat.
Bucha is not just a graveyard of Ukrainian dead: It is also a cemetery of Russian war
materiel, and possibly the place where Moscow’s apparent intent to storm Kyiv
quickly and take the capital ran aground.
One street in Bucha bears brutal testament to the pounding inflicted on Russian
hardware, and the failed ambitions of Russian President Vladimir Putin.
The torched vestiges of a dozen or so Russian tanks and armored personnel carriers,
and at least one fuel tanker, mark a three-block stretch of the city. The vast scale of
destruction seems paradoxical on this tree-lined street, where chickens peck in
adjacent yards.

Strewn about is a twisted jumble of ammunition, shards of metal, coils of wire, chunks
of tires, cartridge belts, tank tracks — one blackened tank turret sits in the front yard
of a house.
It is a scene of obliteration, as though a fire-breathing giant had vented his fury,
ripping apart machinery with claws of steel. The wreckage is the result of a Ukrainian
ambush, featuring drone strikes, apparently just a few days after the Russian invasion
on Feb. 24.
How many Russian soldiers were killed in the attack, and how many escaped, is
unclear. Among the ruins lie a military boot with splintered bones visible inside.
Experts have been combing the scene, removing possibly dangerous ordnance. But
journalists have been invited to tramp through the debris — in a sort of surreal
parade — and broadcast across the globe images of a routed Russian column.
The homes along this and other streets are mostly vacant. For Bucha these days is a
ghost town. Most residents fled the Russian blitz, joining millions of displaced others.
Curtains flutter through the blown-out windows of high-rise apartments where no one
lives anymore.
Only about one-tenth of Bucha’s prewar population of about 30,000 remains, the
mayor, Anatoly Fedoruk, has said. He has warned townsfolk to stay away until mines
and other dangers are cleared, and power is restored.

Efrem Lukatsky / Associated Press Ukrainians in Bucha, near Kyiv, wait for the
distribution of humanitarian aid on April 5, 2022.
Some residents seeking food and other aid gathered Tuesday outside a shopping
center that had been hit by artillery and looted. Bullet shells, shrapnel and broken
glass litter the grounds. A scorched power plant stood across the street, its dire
condition none too promising for workers looking to restore electricity.

Stray dogs fought for scraps of food in the shopping center’s vacant parking lot.
Many of the residents huddled outside were older. They were unable, or unwilling, to
flee the Russian onslaught. They appeared on the street like ghosts crouched in the
biting cold. Many have been living for weeks without electricity, running water and
heat.
“I would just like to be warm again — to have a hot bath, and to be clean,” said a
shivering Lisa Andreshenko, 46, who was among those lining up for aid. “It feels
forever since we were warm, had a proper hot meal.”
Snow flurries blew across the commercial strip.
Displaying a measure of good cheer despite the circumstances was Leonid
Mutnichenko, a 58-year-old retiree. His family had a secret weapon: An ancient
wood-burning stove that he and his mother had almost thrown away, but now — with
no heating or power — found to be very useful indeed. He laughed at the craftiness of
it all.
He was quick to introduce his mother, Valentina Kusovkova, 80, draped in layers of
shawls and greatcoats. She didn’t complain about the cold.
She had bigger thoughts: “We must save our country,” she said.

S.Korea's president-elect wants US nuclear bombers, submarines to return
REUTERS
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Advisers to South Korea's president-elect sought redeployment of US strategic assets,
such as nuclear bombers and submarines, to the Korean peninsula during talks held
on a visit to Washington, one of the advisers said on Wednesday.
The team of foreign policy and security aides to incoming president Yoon Suk-Yeol
met US national security adviser Jake Sullivan as Yoon seeks a more
constant security presence to deter threats from North Korea as it steps up weapons
tests.

"Deploying the strategic assets is an important element of reinforcing the extended
deterrence, and the issue naturally came up during the discussions,” Park Jin, a
four-term lawmaker who led the delegation, told reporters.
He added that both sides explored ways to bolster US extended nuclear deterrence at
the talks on coordinating efforts against the North Korean threat held on a trip that
also aimed to secure an early summit with President Joe Biden.
A White House official asked about such talks, and whether Washington supported the
deployments to South Korea, responded that both sides had "discussed generally” the
US defense commitments, but did not elaborate.

The Jerusalem Post S.Korea's president-elect wants US nuclear bombers, submarines
to return.
Yoon, set to be sworn in on May 10, is mapping out his foreign policy agenda after
winning the March 9 election, just as tension flares after neighboring North Korea
launched a new intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) last month.
The deployment of US bombers, aircraft carriers and nuclear submarines is part of
Yoon's election plank promising to "respond firmly” to the North's threats.
JOINT DRILLS
Yoon has also vowed to "normalize” joint military drills with the United States that
were scaled back under outgoing liberal President Moon Jae-in, in a bid to placate
Pyongyang and resume stalled talks to rid the peninsula of nuclear weapons.
North Korea has long denounced the exercises as a rehearsal for war, and the allies
have reduced field training and shunned the use of major weapons such as bombers
and air carriers, focusing instead on computer simulations.

But Park did not elaborate when asked about plans for regular spring exercises,
which domestic media have said could include nuclear bombers for the first time in
nearly five years. Read full story
"We agreed that what's most important is to maintain deterrence so that we can
strongly respond to any possible North Korean provocations,” he said, whether
ICBM launches or psychological warfare in the form of verbal attacks.
The delegation invited Biden to visit Seoul when he travels to Asia to meet the Quad
grouping of nations, which also includes Japan, Australia and India, Park added.
He also delivered a letter to Biden from Yoon highlighting his "solid willingness and
vision” to advance ties not only on North Korea but also on economic security and
other issues, he said.
Park's name is being floated as a strong candidate to be foreign minister, along with
that of Cho Tae-Yong, a lawmaker of Yoon's conservative People Power Party (PPP)
who was also in the delegation.

Exiled Russian oligarch says 'big cities are going to end up in coffins' if Putin
sends conscripts from urban areas to Ukraine
Azmi Haroun (aharoun@insider.com) - Business Insider

Bernd von Jutrczenka/picture alliance via Getty Images Russian regime critic Mikhail
Khodorkovsky speaks out on Russia's war against Ukraine at a press briefing hosted
by the Center for Liberal Modernity.
Exiled Russian oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky said Putin's conscription in Ukraine
may backfire. He said "big cities are going to end up in coffins” if Putin conscripts
soldiers from urban areas.
The Russian government has admitted to sending young conscripts to fight in
Ukraine.

Exiled Russian oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky said Russian President Vladimir Putin
could face massive political backlash if he were to continue to send high numbers of
conscripted soldiers from big cities in Russia to fight in Ukraine.
During an interview with the Atlantic Council, Khodorkovsky weighed in whether he
thought if Putin would send new waves of conscripts to Ukraine after NATO estimated
that 7,000 to 15,000 Russian troops have been killed in the war so far.
He said the scenario was possible and that "the value of human life in Russia, is not
as high as one would like to see it be.”
"Especially when we are talking about people who live in the north Caucasus, or
people who live in tiny villages and settlements,” Khodorkovsky said.
"Knowing this, Putin is taking his soldiers specifically from those places. And he pays
such money for their deaths, forcing their close relatives to keep their mouths shut.”

Photos in Gallery©via REUTERS. US and NATO countries are dispatching planes
filled with military equipment for Ukraine – here are some of the weapons sent to
hold back Russian tanks and aircraft.

The US approved a $350 million military package for Ukraine, which includes
Javelin missiles.

The US package also includes Stinger anti-aircraft missiles

The UK has sent anti-armor weapons designed to disable tanks and armored vehicles

Anti-tank weapons sent by the UK are being deployed in the suburbs of the capital
Kyiv

The UK plans to send Starstreak high-velocity anti-aircraft missiles

Military aid is arriving at an airfield close to Ukraine's border

The US rejected an offer from Poland to receive Soviet-era jets for transfer to
Ukraine

The EU also pledged €500 million in military aid

The weapons are being used by Ukrainian forces to disable Russian tanks

The US and other NATO countries have sent thousands of weapons to Ukraine in
recent weeks. The shipments include anti-armor and anti-aircraft missiles which
could be used against Russian tanks and helicopters .
The weapons are being used by Ukrainian fighters to push back Russian forces.
As fighting in Ukraine enters its third week, reports this week revealed heavily-laden
military cargo jets are pouring into an airfield across the border, stacked with
weapons and military equipment to help Ukraine's forces hold back the advance of
Russian troops.
Throughout the buildup to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, NATO countries, including
the US, insisted they would not send troops to the region amid concern that the
presence of their personnel on the ground would lead to a dangerous escalation of the
conflict.
That stance has continued since Moscow ordered its troops into Ukraine on the
morning of February 24. Instead, NATO nations and other countries are supplying
Ukraine's defence forces - vastly outgunned and outnumbered by Russia's military with weapons and equipment that Kyiv hopes will be able to help staunch Russia's
advance.
Around 17,000 anti-armor weapons have been sent to Ukraine in the last number of
weeks and are being pressed into use against Russian tanks and other hardware. As
of March 8, Ukrainian fighters had destroyed over 1,000 armored personnel carriers,
303 tanks, 120 artillery systems and 80 helicopters, The Kyiv Independent claimed.
With heavy transport aircraft continuing to deliver consignments of equipment critical
for Ukraine's defense, we take a look at some of the weapons being sent to Ukraine as
it tries to hold back Russia's advances.
On March 9, after weeks of denying, the Russian government admitted that it had sent
young conscripts to Ukraine. Khodorkovsky was asked about the possibility of Putin
sending 100,000 to 200,000 more conscripted soldiers to Ukraine, which he said
would be a "extremely heavy” political decision for the Russian president.
"Without a doubt, such a step, if Putin is forced to take it, is going to be politically
extremely heavy for him. And even more, he could call up a million people, but then
big cities are going to end up in coffins,” Khodorkovsky said.
"Big cities where public opinion is entirely different as to the value of human life, and
for Putin that would be a massive problem on the eve of a transfer of power in 2024.”
Khodorkovsky was formerly an oil tycoon living in Russia and was jailed by Putin's
government in 2003 after being charged with financial crimes. During the nine years
he was imprisoned, he maintained that he was jailed for political reasons. Since his
release in 2013, Khodorkovsky has been an active member of Russia's exiled
opposition.
In the interview, he reiterated his belief that Putin believes he is "at war with the US
and NATO.”
In March, the UN said at least 1,119 civilians had been killed in Russia's war on
Ukraine. NATO has estimated that between 7,000 and 15,000 Russian troops have

died during the course of the war, while Russia has claimed that 1,351 of its soldiers
have been killed.
In his last update on troop deaths on March 12, Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky said 1,300 Ukrainian soldiers had died in the war.

Trying Putin for Ukraine War Crimes Could Keep Him From Leaving Russia
Andrew Stanton - Newsweek
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Atrial regarding war crimes allegedly committed by Russia during its invasion of
Ukraine could restrict Russian President Vladimir Putin's ability to leave the country,
according to experts.
The alleged atrocities in Ukraine have prompted international leaders to call Putin a
"war criminal" and advocate for those responsible to stand trial. On Saturday, Carla
Del Ponte, who formerly led war crimes tribunals for Rwanda and Yugoslavia, called
on the International Criminal Court (ICC) to issue an arrest warrant for Putin.
What Is A War Crime?
If Putin goes on trial, it could limit his travel to only countries that do not participate
in the ICC. Member countries are required to cooperate with the international
investigator, said Hannah Garry, clinical professor of law and director of the
International Human Rights Clinic at the University of Southern California.
In total, 123 countries are members of the ICC, including nearly every country in
Europe. However, some of the biggest world powers, including the United States and
Russia's "strategic partner,” China, are not members of the international court.
In an interview with Newsweek, Garry warned that travel restrictions would impact
Putin's ability to engage in diplomacy and negotiations to end the war, but not

completely end Russian diplomacy, adding that negotiations could take place outside
the ICC's jurisdiction.
"But it would be limited,” she added.
She added that travel comes into play only if the indictment comes from the ICC.
Other countries, including Ukraine, are also investigating potential war crimes, but it
would be difficult to affect those warrants because Putin enjoys immunity from
prosecutions by national courts under the International Court of Justice, she said.
Under the ICC, though, world leaders, including Putin, don't have that immunity.
While ICC members are required to cooperate with an ICC investigation, Garry said
there is a "strong likelihood” that some ICC members might not turn over Putin
should he visit their country. In that case, the United Nations could pass a resolution
calling on them to cooperate, Garry said.
Maria Popova, a professor at McGill University, said Putin typically sends Kremlin
representatives to negotiations, so the impact on diplomacy might not be "dramatic.”
But she said an indictment could affect the way he carries out the war by angering
him.
"There will be a lot of resentment and anger at the international community—at the
rest, primarily—over a hypothetical indictment,” she said.
Even if restrictions on international travel cause a headache for Putin's diplomacy, it
might not weaken his standing in Russia. Robert English, professor of international
relations at the University of Southern California, told Newsweek that an ICC
indictment against Putin would likely strengthen his standing at home.
Some Russians will see the indictment as a stain on Putin, but for millions of Russians
whose sole source of news is Kremlin propaganda, English said the indictment could
further rally people behind the president.
"They would say 'he's our guy,' 'here's more Western conspiracy against us,' 'here's
more unfair treatment of our hero,’” English said. "It would actually probably boost
his popularity.”
As the Russian military pulls back from Ukraine's capital city of Kyiv, the extent of
civilian casualties is beginning to be revealed. At least 300 people were killed in
Bucha during what Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky categorized as Russian
"genocide” and officials believe the true death toll could be even higher.
The ICC announced in February an investigation into alleged war crimes in Ukraine.
Karim Khan, the court's top prosecutor, wrote at the time that he was "satisfied that
there is a reasonable basis to believe that both alleged war crimes and crimes against
humanity have been committed in Ukraine in relation to the events already assessed
during the preliminary examination by the Office."
World leaders have expressed horror at the sights in Bucha, where images
show atrocities allegedly committed by Russian troops against civilians. Among the
devastation, some images indicate a 45-foot mass grave near the Church of St.
Andrew Pyervozvannoho All Saints.

Ukrainian troops entered the town last week to find hundreds of civilian bodies lying
dead on the streets, some with their hands tied behind their backs and bullet wounds
to their heads.
President Joe Biden doubled down on calling Putin a "war criminal” in an interview
with reporters Monday morning, adding: "And what's happening in Bucha is
outrageous, and everyone's seen it.”
Pursuing a trial against Putin for war crimes would be a rare moment in history, as
it's often been the people physically carrying out the acts that are brought to trial.
Although the potential for a war crime trial could anger Putin, English doesn't believe
restrictions on his travel would make a huge difference in his life.
"He's not a big traveler and foreign vacationer anyways,” he said. "His country is
vast. If he wants to go sailing—if he wants to enjoy the warmer climate to the south or
the forested frosty north, Siberia, the Arctic and everything in between—he's not
going to feel very constrained.”
Newsweek reached out to the White House, ICC and Russia's Ministry of Foreign
Affairs for comment but did not hear back by publication.
Russian Brutality Worse Than Nazi Occupation in Ukraine, Zelensky Says
Natalie Colarossi - Newsweek
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said Russia's recent atrocities have in some
ways been worse than the violence that occurred when Nazis occupied the country
during World War II.
This weekend, Ukrainian officials accused Russia of committing brutal war crimes
near the nation's capital, Kyiv, when they withdrew troops from the region. Zelensky
said more than 300 people were tortured and massacred in Bucha alone, a town

located northwest of the capital, where graphic images have emerged showing mass
graves and corpses with their hands tied behind their backs. Today marks the 41st
day of Russia's war in Ukraine.
"The bodies of killed people, killed Ukrainians have already been taken from most
streets. But in the yards, in the houses, the dead still remain,” Zelensky said in a
Tuesday address to the nation.
"The cities are simply ruined. Burnt military equipment on the roads, destroyed cars.
It is especially hard to look at the traces of bullets on cars with the inscription
'children.’”
"In many villages of the liberated districts of the Kyiv, Chernihiv and Sumy regions,
the occupiers did things that the locals had not seen even during the Nazi occupation
80 years ago,” he added.
However, officials said that while hundreds of victims were already discovered in
Bucha, there is evidence to suggest that other areas will have higher death tolls. In
the town of Borodyanka, located 15 miles west of Bucha, the atrocities may have been
even more gruesome, Ukraine's prosecutor general, Iryna Venediktova, said Monday.
"We can speak of Kyiv region because yesterday we got access to these territories and
are currently working in Irpin, Bucha, Vorzel,” Venediktova said, according to The
Guardian. "In fact, the worst situation with civilian victims is in Borodyanka. I think
we will speak of Borodyanka separately.”
Ukrainian officials said that during Russia's rampage, some civilians were shot in the
head at close range, and women were raped before they were killed. In one instance,
the government said they found a torture chamber in Bucha where at least five men
were found dead with their hands bound.
The atrocities have sparked international outrage, with President Joe Biden and
several other world leaders labeling Russian President Vladimir Putin a "war
criminal.” Eugene Finkel, a Holocaust expert, told Newsweek that Russia's actions
were akin to genocide, a term Zelensky has used to describe the carnage.
"I am actually a firm believer that we are dealing with a genocide,” Finkel said. "For
me as an external but well informed observer, the tipping point was yesterday
morning,” he sai in reference to the killings in Bucha.
The White House, however, stopped short of labeling the crimes "genocide,” stating
that it did not rise to a "level of systematic deprivation of life of the Ukrainian people.”
Instead, Biden's administration said Russia's actions were "outrageous war crimes”
and that Putin must be held accountable.
"We have to continue to provide Ukraine with the weapons they need to continue the
fight, and we have to get all the detail so this can be an actual...wartime trial,” the
president said.

Russia has denied the accusations and said that footage of dead bodies was a "staged
performance” by Ukraine, a claim that Newsweek has fact-checked to be false.

Russia says it sent $650 million bond payment in rubles after US Treasury blocked
dollar transfers
Harry Robertson - Business Insider India

Mikhail Svetlov/Getty Images Russia says it sent $650 million bond payment in rubles
after US Treasury blocked dollar transfers.
Russia on Wednesday said it had sent $650 million worth of bond payments on dollar
bonds in rubles. The move comes after the US Treasury blocked Russia from making
dollar debt payments using accounts at American banks.
Russia on Wednesday said it had transferred $650 million worth of bond payments in
rubles, raising fresh questions about whether the country is heading for an official
default.
The move came after the US on Monday banned Russia from making dollar debt
payments from accounts at American financial institutions. Russia's Finance Ministry
on Wednesday confirmed foreign banks had refused to process the $649.2 million
payment in dollars, which were due Monday.
It said it had instead sent the money to the country's National Settlement Depository
in rubles. The Ministry said it believes its obligations "have been fulfilled in full.”
However, ratings agencies have said they would consider Russia to have technically
defaulted if it resorted to paying dollar-denominated debts in rubles.
Credit ratings agency Fitch said in March that a "forced re-denomination of payment
obligations” would indicate "that a default or default-like process has begun.” Fitch
has since withdrawn all Russian ratings.
Although some of Russia's foreign currency bonds specify that investors can be paid
back in rubles in certain circumstances, the 2022 and 2042 bonds are not amongst
them, according to JPMorgan.

Analysts are highly doubtful about whether foreign holders of Russian
dollar-denominated bonds would accept rubles, given that they signed up to be paid
in dollars and global sanctions.
The US Treasury's Monday-night move was aimed at ramping up the economic
pressure on Russia. It came as the US and Europe weighed up applying more
sanctions to the country after reports emerged of possible war crimes in Ukraine.
Bondholders can still receive dollar payments if Russia can find a way to send them
without using immobilized funds in US accounts, a person familiar with the
Treasury's thinking told Insider.
But the Russian Finance Ministry's announcement suggested the country was not
willing to find new avenues through which to send dollars, and instead was resorting
to paying in its domestic currency.

US disrupts global ‘botnet’ controlled by Russian military intelligence, DOJ says
David Smith (in Washington) - The Guardian

The Guardian
The US has disrupted a global “botnet” controlled by Russia’s military intelligence
agency, Attorney General Merrick Garland announced on Wednesday.
A botnet is a network of hijacked computers used to carry out cyber-attacks. “The
Russian government has recently used similar infrastructure to attack Ukrainian
targets,” Garland told reporters at the justice department.
“Fortunately, we were able to disrupt this botnet before it could be used. Thanks to
our close work with international partners, we were able to detect the infection of
thousands of network hardware devices.
“We were then able to disable the GRU’s [the military intelligence agency] control
over those devices before the botnet could be weaponized.”

The attorney general also announced charges against Russian oligarch Konstantin
Malofeyev for sanctions violations. He said the billionaire had been previously
identified as a source of financing for Russians promoting separatism in Crimea and
providing support for the so-called Donetsk People’s Republic in eastern Ukraine.
“After being sanctioned by the United States, Malofeyev attempted to evade the
sanctions by using co-conspirators to surreptitiously acquire and run media outlets
across Europe,” Garland said.
Russia shows 'reckless disregard' for Ukraine civilians- U.S. spy chief
The indictment is the first of a Russian oligarch in the US since the Russian invasion
of Ukraine.
In a related move, a federal court in the southern district of New York unsealed a
criminal indictment against TV producer John Hanick, 71, a US citizen charged with
violations of sanctions and false statements because of his work for Malofeyev over
several years.
Matthew Olsen, assistant attorney general of the justice department’s national
security division, said: “The defendant Hanick knowingly chose to help Malofeyev
spread his destabilizing messages by establishing, or attempting to establish, TV
networks in Russia, Bulgaria and Greece, in violation of those sanctions.”
Last month Garland, who is America’s top law enforcement official, announced the
launch of Task Force KleptoCapture, an inter-agency law enforcement task force
dedicated to enforcing the sweeping sanctions against Russia over its invasion of
Ukraine.
He vowed on Wednesday: “Our message to those who continue to enable the Russian
regime through their criminal conduct is this: it does not matter how far you sail your
yacht, it does not matter how well you conceal your assets, it does not matter how
cleverly you write your malware or hide your online activity.
“The justice department will use every available tool to find you, disrupt your plots
and hold you accountable.”
Garland, whose grandparents fled antisemitism at the border of western Russia and
eastern Europe more than a century ago, acknowledged horrific images that emerged
from Bucha in Ukraine his week.
“We have seen the dead bodies of civilians, some with bound hands, scattered in the
streets. We have seen the mass graves. We have seen the bombed hospital, theatre and
residential apartment buildings.
“The world sees what is happening in Ukraine. The justice department sees what is
happening in Ukraine. This department has a long history of helping to hold
accountable those who perpetrate war crimes.”
He noted that one of his predecessors, Attorney General Robert Jackson, later served
as a chief American prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials after the second world war.
“Today, we are assisting international efforts to identify and hold accountable those
responsible for atrocities in Ukraine and we will continue to do so.”

YouTube suspended the account of a Chinese vlogger who received death threats
for posting about life in Ukraine: Report
Waiyee Yip (wyip@insider.com) - Business Insider
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YouTube suspended the channel of a well-known Chinese vlogger who posted about
life in Ukraine.
Odessa resident Wang Jixian shares videos where he speaks about his opposition
to the Russian invasion. The 37-year-old has gained more than 104,000
subscribers, but also hate from Chinese nationalists.
YouTube has suspended the account of a Chinese vlogger who gained fame — and
death threats from Chinese citizens — after posting about his life in Ukraine, Radio
Free Asia (RFA) reported.
Wang Jixian, who lives alone in Odessa, had been sharing videos almost daily in
which he candidly speaks about his opposition to the Russian invasion.
The 37-year-old amassed more than 104,000 subscribers and a combined 6.5 million
views on the platform, but has also endured repeated online attacks from Chinese
nationalists who call him a traitor for not toeing Beijing's official line.
China has not condemned Russia for the invasion, with the media there painting the
West as the villain.
YouTube told Wang that his account was suspended over a March 28 video that was
flagged for "violent content," he told RFA.
According to RFA, the video included footage of the city with sounds of exploding
missiles and air-raid sirens going off. In it, Wang can be seen cooking in his kitchen
and sharing Ukrainian state and media reports about the war, the outlet said.
"I find this inexplicable,” he told the outlet.

"YouTube claims that my account was reported for violent content, which violates the
rules, but where is the violence?”
According to RFA, the suspension is set to last for a week. In the meantime, Wang is
posting to Twitter and to a separate YouTube channel.
Wang told the outlet he received multiple messages prior to his suspension, warning
him not to "provoke the Chinese government” and urging him to avoid being "too
aggressive with your comments.”
Insider has reached out to Wang and YouTube for comment.
"I'm non-partisan and I don't have any religious beliefs. I insist that 'people have the
right to live' (and that) no one should die in war, so if this belief of mine conflicts with
any national interest, please be my enemy,” he added in his bio description.
All of his Chinese social media accounts, including on WeChat, have also been shut
down, he wrote. In an interview with CNN last month, Wang said that he has no
desire to stop posting videos, despite the hate he has received from trolls.
"I want to (provide) some voice for the people in Ukraine, for the heroes, for my
neighbors. Because in my eyes they are all heroes,” he told CNN. "I see people being
calm, I see people brave... I want to remind you to see who is dying, who has been
killed.”
According to the outlet, the Beijing native has lived in Odessa for the past four years
and works as a programmer there.
Body armor factories in Americas send gear to war-torn Ukraine
Manuel Rueda - The World
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The MC Armor company was founded in Colombia in the 1990s as drug violence
increased across the country.

Now, employees at its plant in the capital Bogotá are working nonstop to make
bulletproof vests and helmets that will be shipped off to Ukraine.
And as the war in Ukraine enters into its second month, demand for this lifesaving
gear has skyrocketed. And body armor companies, as well as individuals, on the
opposite side of the Atlantic are hustling to fill the need.
MC Armor is one of the largest producers of bulletproof gear in South America, and
it’s also joined the effort to help out.
“In this moment, Ukraine is under attack,” said MC Armor founder Miguel Caballero.
“We have the capacity and the knowledge here to help them.”
Over the past three decades, MC Armor has made various types of protective
equipment, including bulletproof shirts and pants, for dozens of heads of state in the
Americas. It has also supplied body armor to the military forces of many countries,
including Peru, Guatemala, Chile, Qatar and Nigeria.
But while the company has experience with large orders, its founder says that it’s
working at a hectic pace now to fill the sudden need for body armor among Ukrainian
civilians.

Manuel Rueda/The World A woman works at a company producing bulletproof vests
and other gear for people in Ukraine.
At one point in the second half of March, the factory worked from Sunday to Sunday,
with three shifts of workers per day. Caballero even had to add more workers to the
assembly line.
The company dispatched a total of 2,500 bulletproof vests to Ukraine by the end of the
month. And now, it's working on an additional order of 2,000 heavy-duty vests that
have been paid for by donors from Spain and the United Kingdom.

The vests have thick, ceramic plates that can stop machine-gunfire, known in the
industry as Type 4 vests.
“Normally the production of this type of order [of bulletproof vests] takes 120 days.
Today we have to increase the capacity in production to reduce that to 12 days.”
Miguel Caballero, founder, MC Armor
“Normally, the production of this type of order takes 120 days,” Caballero explained
at his company’s shop in an upscale district of Bogotá.
“Today, we have to increase the capacity in production to reduce that to 12 days.”

Manuel Rueda/The World Miguel Caballero founded the MC Armor company in the
1990s in Colombia to produce bulletproof vests and helmets.
Caballero said that some of his bulletproof vests will go to medical workers working
on the front lines. Others could be sent to Ukraine’s Territorial Defense Forces.
It’s a new branch of Ukraine’s military that is made up of civilians being trained for
urban warfare. More than 100,000 volunteers have joined these defense forces
around the country, and many are still in need of protective gear.
In Arizona, the Spartan Armor company said that it also ramped up production in
March and sent 1,500 vests to Ukraine, most of them Type 4 vests.
But making new batches of vests is also becoming a challenge, said Todd Meeks, the
company’s president.
“It’s hard to get the ceramics, and it’s hard to get the raw materials to make them,”
said Meeks, whose company usually makes around 500 Type 4 vests a month.

Manuel Rueda/The World Bulletproof vests being made to be shipped to Ukraine.
Meeks said that ceramics suppliers have hiked up their prices by around 25% since
the war broke out.
“I think those companies know that they can charge more now for it. So, they're
charging more for it,” he said. As factories struggle to keep up with demand,
volunteers are also pitching in.
In San Diego, a cultural group called the House of Ukraine has collected more than
100 secondhand vests from local residents and has bought 200 new ones. They’ve
flown the equipment to Poland on commercial flights, with volunteers carrying the
body armor, along with dozens of pounds of medical equipment, in their suitcases.
Mira Stephanyak is the House of Ukraine’s president. She grew up in Ukraine and
has lived in the US for about 20 years.
“We feel like that’s something that we can help with. Because exporting ammunition
or guns is a whole different story, and that’s not something I’m going to be taking on
myself,” Stephanyak said.
Stephanyak explained that by sending vests, helmets and tourniquets to Ukraine, she
can at least help the members of the Territorial Defense Forces “to live if they get
shot at.”
She’s obtained an export license for body armor so that she can send bigger
shipments of bulletproof vests in the coming weeks.
Back in Colombia, Caballero said that that his company has enough raw materials in
stock to make around 5,000 more vests.

Manuel Rueda/The World Workers in Colombia making bulletproof vests and other
gear.
He’s kept them at the same price as before the war. In his company’s Bogotá shop,
he’s put up a poster with the Ukrainian map on it as an important reminder.
“Not everything in business is about money,” Caballero said. “Our mission right now
is to save lives.”

New Alaska voting rules explain Murkowski 'yes' vote for Biden Supreme Court
pick
David M. Drucker - Washington Examiner
Up for reelection this year in a red state and facing formidable competition for
renomination by a candidate endorsed by former President Donald Trump,
Republican Sen. Lisa Murkowski has no business voting to confirm Kentanji Brown
Jackson to the Supreme Court.

Washington Examiner New Alaska voting rules explain Murkowski 'yes' vote for
Biden Supreme Court pick
But that is what Alaska has wrought with a new system for electing candidates to
state and federal office that eliminated closed-party primaries and head-to-head
general elections featuring Democratic nominees in favor of all-party primaries and
four-candidate general elections decided by ranked-choice voting.

So, rather than Murkowski having to guard her Left flank against Republican
challenger Kelly Tshibaka, in a state that delivered 53% of its vote to Trump in 2020,
she can prosecute a general election strategy from the outset to capitalize on strong
bipartisan support cultivated in Alaska over 20 years.
In announcing support for President Joe Biden’s nominee to succeed retiring
Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer, Murkowski conceded she has not “and will
not agree with all of Judge Jackson’s decisions and opinions.”
But tellingly, the senator framed her confirmation vote as “my rejection of the
corrosive politicization of the review process for Supreme Court nominees, which ...
on both sides of the aisle, is growing worse and more detached from reality by the
year.”
Only Sen. Susan Collins of Maine, a reliably blue state, and Utah Sen. Mitt Romney,
the 2012 Republican presidential nominee who once contemplated putting forward
Supreme Court nominees, joined Murkowski in breaking with the GOP to support
Jackson’s confirmation.
Tshibaka, who has the endorsement of the Alaska Republican Party, hopes to exploit
Murkowski’s unique position on this issue to siphon GOP votes from her in the Aug.
16 all-party primary and Nov. 8 general election.
“Lisa Murkowski just decided she is a ‘Yes’ vote on Biden’s leftist nominee, Judge
Ketanji Brown Jackson,” Tshibaka said in a Twitter post. “This is after Murkowski
put up more of a fight against the nominations of SCOTUS Judges Brett Kavanaugh
and Amy Coney [Barrett].”
Murkowski voted to confirm all three of the associate Supreme Court justices
nominated by Trump, including Kavanaugh and Barrett. At press time, the Murkowski
campaign had not responded to an email requesting comment.
Alaska has not voted for a Democratic nominee for president since 1964. The
Democrats last won a Senate race in Alaska in 2008, last won the governor’s mansion
in 1998, and last won the state’s lone at-large House seat in 1970. But that
generational Republican dominance masks an electorate that underneath can be
unpredictable and independent.
In 2020, Trump defeated now-President Joe Biden in Alaska and Republican Sen.
Dan Sullivan held off Democratic Party-endorsed independent Al Gross by nearly 13
percentage points.
In the same election, Alaskans approved a ballot initiative that dispensed with
tradition and created an all-party primary and ranked-choice voting. Under the
scheme, the top four finishers in the primary advance regardless of their party
affiliation, with the general election decided by ranked-choice. Murkowski, 64, was
empowered in the process.

Maine is the only other state that uses ranked-choice voting in federal elections. It
functions like a runoff to ensure the winner is elected with a minimum of 50% of the
vote.
In 2018, Rep. Jared Golden, a Democrat who represents the Republican-leaning 2nd
Congressional District, won because of ranked-choice voting. In the preliminary
count, Golden trailed the first-place Republican incumbent by a couple of thousand
votes.
But Golden won the election after his total was bolstered by voters who had pulled the
lever for losing independent candidates but marked the Democrat as their second or
third choice.
With the broad support Murkowski enjoys in Alaska among centrist Democrats,
independents, and pragmatic Republicans, she could win reelection this November in
a similar fashion. Indeed, in a roundabout way, Murkowski has done it before.
In 2010, Murkowski lost renomination in a closed Republican primary to Joe Miller,
a Tea Party challenger supported by key conservative groups in Washington, D.C.
The natural assumption was that Murkowski’s Senate career was over. Instead, the
incumbent ran an improbable write-in campaign and won a three-way race, defeating
Miller and a credible Democratic nominee.
The final tally: Murkowski with 39.5% of the vote; Miller with 35.5%; and Democrat
Scott McAdams with 23.5%.

'Weapons, weapons, weapons': Ukraine pleads for firepower, US bill could help.
Live Ukraine updates.
Celina Tebor, Joey Garrison, John Bacon & Ella Lee, USA TODAY
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Ukraine issued urgent pleas for "weapons, weapons, weapons" Thursday as the
U.S. prepared to resurrect a World War II-era program making it easier for the
president to provide the embattled nation with desperately needed firepower to repel

the Russian invasion. whether Russia has committed war crimes and atrocities as
defined by Play
Will Russia be convicted of committing war crimes in Ukraine? Here's what we know.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy told the Greek Parliament his country
needs anti-aircraft defense systems, artillery systems, munitions and armored vehicles
to fend off the Russian military.
“The sooner Ukraine receives this help, the more lives we can save in Ukraine,”
Zelenskyy said Thursday.
In Brussels, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba lobbied NATO for help: "I
came here today to discuss three most important things: weapons, weapons, and
weapons.”
In Washington, Congress was busy resurrecting a World War II-era program to make
it easier to funnel weapons to Ukraine. A bill unanimously approved by the Senate
and awaiting House action would temporarily waive requirements related to
President Joe Biden’s authority to lend or lease weapons or other supplies to
Ukraine’s government.
The bill includes requirements that stop loan periods from exceeding five years, allow
the U.S. to take back weapons at any time, dictate the receiving party must pay the
U.S. back in full and let Congress prohibit some weapon or supplies transfers via the
enactment of a joint resolution.
Kuleba tweeted Thursday he is “grateful” for the Senate’s passage of the act and
urged the House and president to turn the bill into law swiftly.
Latest developments
► Russians and Belarusians accepted into the 2022 Boston Marathon who live in
either country will banned from competing in the April 188 race, the Boston Athletic
Association announced.
► Russia’s Defense Ministry said it struck fuel storage sites around the cities of
Mykolaiv and Zaporozhe in the south and Kharkiv and Chuguev in the east overnight
using cruise missiles fired from ships in the Black Sea.
► The U.N. General Assembly is voting Thursday on a U.S.-initiated resolution to
suspend Russia from the world organization’s leading human rights body over
allegations that Russian soldiers killed civilians while retreating from the region
around Ukraine’s capital.
► Russia said it made a debt payment in rubles this week, a move that may not be
accepted by Russia’s foreign debt holders and could put the country on a path to a
historic default.
Germans reportedly recorded Russian soldiers discussing atrocities
German intelligence authorities intercepted Russian military radio traffic discussing
the murder of civilians in Bucha, according to multiple media outlets. Some of the
intercepted radio traffic can apparently be directly linked to dead bodies
photographed there, the German media outlet Der Spiegel and others reported.

Hundreds of bodies were found in Bucha and other Kyiv-area towns when Ukraine
re-took the towns in recent days. Russia has denied involvement, saying the scenes of
carnage were either staged or carried out by Ukraine troops.
Der Spiegel, citing sources familiar with the audio, said it reveals Russian troops
spoke of the atrocities as though they were discussing their everyday lives. In one of
the intercepted conversations, a soldier apparently told another that they had just
shot a person on a bicycle.
A photo of the dead body lying next to a bicycle has been shared around the world. In
another intercepted conversation, a man apparently is heard saying that you
interrogate soldiers, then shoot them.
Senate to vote on Russian oil ban
The U.S. Senate will vote Thursday on banning the importation of oil with Russia and
end normal trade relations with the country in response to the atrocities in Ukraine
during the month long Russian siege. Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer
accused Russian President Vladimir Putin of war crimes, echoing other U.S. and
international officials, urging the Senate to pass the bills to hold the Kremlin
accountable for his actions.
The trade suspension bill would allow the United States to enact higher tariffs on
Russian imports, while the bill banning Russian oil would codify into law an executive
order that President Joe Biden signed.
Both the bills have been stuck in the Senate, frustrating lawmakers who have called to
ramp up the U.S. response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Some European countries
are weighing whether to ban Russian oil imports, at a heavy economic cost: Russia
produces about 40% of the natural gas the European Union uses to heat homes and
generate electricity, among other necessities, and about 25% of the oil required to
fuel its vehicles.
New sanctions 'ratchet up the pain' further on Russia, Biden says
President Joe Biden said new economic sanctions imposed Wednesday against Russia,
including two adult daughters of President Vladimir Putin, “ratchet up the pain''
further on Russia following the discovery of atrocities committed by its troops.
"There's nothing less happening than major war crimes," Biden said, describing
scenes of bodies left in the streets of the Ukrainian town of Bucha including
civilians executed with their hands tied behind their backs.
“Responsible nations have to come together to hold these preparators
accountable. And together with our allies and our partners, we’re going to keep
raising the economic costs and ratchet up the pain for Putin, and further increase
Russia’s economic isolation.”
The Biden administration announced sanctions on 21 Kremlin officials and Russian
elites in addition to two adult Putin daughters, Maria Vorontsova and Katerina
Tikhonova, and the wife and daughter of Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.

Other measures include full blocking sanctions on Russia’s largest financial
institution, Sberbank, and Russia’s largest private bank, Alfa Bank, as well as a ban
on U.S. investment in Russia. European allies took similar actions.
– Joey Garrison
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Policemen work to identify civilians who were killed during the Russian occupation in
Bucha, Ukraine, on the outskirts of Kyiv, before sending the bodies to the morgue,
Wednesday, April 6, 2022.

Felipe Dana, AP.
Dozens of bodies wait to be buried at a cemetery in Bucha, outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine,
Tuesday, April 5, 2022. Ukraine’s president told the U.N. Security Council on
Tuesday that the Russian military must be brought to justice immediately for war
crimes, accusing invading troops of the worst atrocities since World War II. He
stressed that Bucha was only one place and there are more with similar horrors.
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Bodies lie on a street in Bucha, Ukraine , northwest of Kyiv, as Ukraine says Russian
forces are making a "rapid retreat" from northern areas around Kyiv and the city of
Chernigiv, on April 2, 2022.

SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images
Workers prepare to carry a corpse in a body bag in a street of Bucha, Ukraine.
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Ukrainian servicemen attach a cable to the body of a civilian while checking for
booby traps in Bucha, Ukraine.
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Workers carry to a car the body of a civilian man in the town of Bucha.
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The body of a man, with his wrists tied behind his back, lies on a street in Bucha,
Ukraine.
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A man gestures at a mass grave in the town of Bucha.
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Workers carry a body of a civilian man in town of Bucha, Ukraine.
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Workers carry body bags to a waiting van in Bucha, Ukraine.
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / CAPTION ADDITION - A man walks past a
body of civilian in the town of Bucha, not far from the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on
April 3, 2022. Britain, France, Germany, the US and NATO all voiced horror at
Ukrainian reports on April 2, 2022, of nearly 300 bodies lying in the street in Bucha,
with some appearing to have been bound by their hands and feet before being shot. The Kremlin on April 4, 2022 rejected accusations that Russian forces were
responsible for killing civilians near Kyiv. "We categorically reject all allegations,"
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told journalists.
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The lifeless body of a man lies in the staircase of a building in Bucha, Ukraine.
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A mass grave is seen behind a church in town of Bucha, Ukraine.
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